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Dimbulah Coffee 

"Lovely Cafe and Bar"

Most popular for their signature blend of freshly roasted coffee, Dimbulah

Coffee is a nice place to get your dose of caffeine on the go or for a mid-

day meal. With a warm, casual atmosphere this cafe serves up not just

coffee, but also offers a variety of freshly prepared, delicious bistro-style

dishes like Chicken Cordon Bleu, Beef Bourguignon and Smoked Salmon

Wrap. With a constantly rotating menu of specials, a calm atmosphere and

a good selection of beers, wines and cocktails, Dimbulah Coffee is a nice

place to have a quiet breakfast, business lunch or after work drink.

 www.dimbulahcoffee.com/  3 Philip Street, 01-02, Singapore

 by  Tanya Procyshyn 

TWG Tea Salon & Boutique 

"Tea And Lunch"

This posh cafe is known for its premium teas, of which it carries over 800

blends! However, it also does some of the best breakfasts in Marina Bay

Sands with freshly-baked French pastries and poached eggs with truffle

oil. TWG is popular with the ‘ladies who lunch' crowd and it can be hard to

get a table during high tea when the cafe offers set menus with finger

sandwiches, scones, macrons, and an individual pot of brewed tea per

person. TWG's famous blends can also be enjoyed as tea cocktails, tea

sorbets, and infused into main courses like the lasagna and foie gras

salad.

 +65 6636 8663  www.marinabaysands.com/restaura

nts/cafe/twg-tea-salon-

boutique.html

 2 Bayfront Avenue, B2-65/68A, The

Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands,

Singapore

 by Mateo Vrbnjak on 

Unsplash   

Big O Gaming Cafe 

"Lounge or Cybercafe"

Patrons have likened Big O Gaming to an underground disco, with its dim

lighting, bar and designer chairs. There is even a pool table. However, Big

O Gaming Cafe is essentially a cyber cafe offering some of the best

network games around. The 21 Pentium II-350s equipped with Voodoo 2

graphic cards and sub-woofers virtually guarantee an awesome, earth-

shaking session. Once there is a lull in the fighting, retire to the bar for a

break. Replenish your energy with snacks like ice cream and crackers, and

drinks like coffee blends, sodas, milk shakes. Other services include

Internet access, scanning and sale of collector figurines.

 +65 6883 0140  35 Selegie Road, Parklane Shopping Mall 02-24, Singapore
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 by OiMax   

O'Coffee Club 

"Local Coffee Haven"

O'Coffee Club has always sourced its coffee beans supplies

independently. The savory selection at the outlet includes puffs, pies,

sandwiches and more. Choose from black forest rolls and other cakes.

Muffins come in flavors including chocolate chips, blueberry and banana.

For something heartier, tuck into the delicious pastrami and the salmon

and spinach quiche. Lattes, cappuccinos, Espresso and mocha freezes

make up the coffee selection. If that is not your cup of tea (no pun

intended), try the Iced Tea Freeze.

 +65 6836 5383  www.ocoffeeclub.com/  501 Orchard Road, Singapore
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